FINALISTS FOR THE 2022 LOCUS AWARDS

**SCIENCE FICTION NOVEL**
- Leviathan Falls by James S.A. Corey
- Shards of Earth by Adrian Tchaikovsky
- You Sexy Thing by Kazuo Ishiguro

**FANTASY NOVEL**
- Light from Uncommon Stars by Ryka Aoki
- The Witness for the Dead by Katherine Addison
- Under the Whispering Door by TJ Klune
- No Gods, No Monsters by Cadwell Turnbull
- Jade Legacy by Fonda Lee

**HORROR NOVELS**
- The Final Girl Support Group by Grady Hendrix
- My Heart Is a Chainsaw by Stephen Graham Jones
- Moon Lake by Joe R. Lansdale
- The Death of Jane Lawrence by Caitlín Starling
- The Book of Accidents by Chuck Wendig